
Name of Song _________________________ Your Name _______________________ 
 
Worksheet: How to Utilize an Initial Reaction, Lyrics and Music  
 
Instructions:  
 

• Use a music stand for your music, so that hands are free. Have a pencil ready to make 
notes.  

• Take a moment or two to relax before beginning. Breathe through an open mouth, focus, 
and connect your feet to the floor.  

• Read the lyrics to the song out loud. Read only for understanding, not emotion or result. 
Do not feel that you need to stay in the rhythm of the melody. Just speak simply and fully 
without exaggeration. Stay present to what you’re thinking and feeling. Don’t rush!  

• Do not try to “act” the song. This means that you should not impose any attitude or 
behavior on the lyrics (smiling, for example, on the word “happy,” or trying to be funny). 
However, if you are suddenly affected by something, don’t block your reaction. A smile, 
a laugh, a frown, tears: whatever happens, happens. 

• Pause at any time to write something down in the margins of your music. A line may 
suddenly remind you of someone you know or someplace you’ve lived. Write that down 
in the margins of your music. If a line mentions flowers, and you suddenly get an image 
of roses or daisies or weeds, write that down. If you really like a particular word, or if 
you don’t know what a word means, underline it or make a checkmark. You can draw a 
triangle or a circle or an X. Whatever. Just make a note. 

• When you are finished making the note, pick up approximately where you left off—don’t 
go back to the beginning of the song.  

• Repeat this exercise when you listen to the melody or accompaniment for the first time, 
keeping track of your initial reactions to the music. 

  
 

Creative Project: After reading through the lyrics and making your notes, it’s time to expand on 
the images and thoughts that first occurred to you and see where they lead. You can draw a 
picture or add new words or detail to your initial reaction. You can sew or make something with 
clay or string. Your images could expand into a collage or other art project. You may need to 
spend some time researching or thinking deeply about a particular image, color, or idea in order 
to get started. Don’t stress about your artistic abilities. This is not about that.  

 


